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Arts and Culture
AMERICAN WOODSHOP                                   3005H    NETA                         
07/14/23                                                                                     
SCROLL SAW ART AND SIGN MAKING                                                           
04:30:00                                                                                      
Length: 00:26:46  
This type of cutting is remarkable. These delicate blades cut the hardest of wood 
(hard maple) with ease. Suzy demonstrates the techniques that she uses for best 
results. She scrolls a reverse image tiger and Scott uses the same technique to 
complete an eagle. Routed lettering featured.   
BRITAIN BY BEACH                                    203H     APTSY                         
09/12/23                                                                                      
KENT                                                                                    
20:01:02                                                                                    
Length: 00:48:00  
Anita heads to Kent, known for its proximity to Europe and 350 miles of glorious 
coastline. Anita explores an unusual architectural feature designed to keep 
Napoleon at bay; uncovers a secret war time operation that enabled the biggest 
rescue in British history; and finds out why the white cliffs of Saint Margaret's 
Bay became the hang out for artists and writers and inspired the popular James 
Bond novel "Moonraker". On the beach at Dover, she meets some of the most 
courageous people in Britain, including the world's oldest female channel 
swimmer; and concludes her journey in Margate, learning of a love story that 
fueled the father of modern art, J.M.W. Turner, and she tries her hand at oil 
painting for the first time, producing her own Turner-inspired seascape.    
BRITISH ANTIQUES ROADSHOW                           4309H    BBC                          
09/09/23                                                                                   
BODNANT GARDEN 1                                                                         
18:00:00                                                                                  
Length: 00:29:30  
Antiques Roadshow is at Bodnant Garden in north Wales, where finds include some 
novelty glass bottles with a hefty price tag, a pair of sailor's valentines from 
the West Indies and an ecclesiastical candlestick from a very special cathedral. 
There's fun to be had when a tandem bicycle and sidecar rolls up, and toys become 
art, in the form of some of the best automata of the 20th century.      
CAMP TV                                             201H     WAVE                         
08/20/23                                                                                    
SUMMER CELEBRATION DAY                                                                                    
06:30:00                                                                                  
Length: 00:56:46  
Head counselor Zach is back with all new camp theme days, sun-sational adventures 
and challenges. Celebrate with some penguins and pandas, sing hip hop hooray, get 
loud with a homemade noisemaker, do a salad dance. Content partners include 
Carnegie Hall, Memphis Zoo, National Dance Institute, New Victory Theater, OK GO, 
One Voice Children's Choir, San Diego Zoo, the Metropolitan Museum of Art.    
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Business and Industry
MARIA'S PORTUGUESE TABLE                            204H     NETA                     
08/08/23                                                                                    
NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS                                                               
16:30:00                                                                                   
Length: 00:27:24  
Maria's journey circles back to her home community of New Bedford Massachusetts. 
Maria arrived in New Bedford from Sao Miguel, Azores when she was just six years 
old. Historically, many people who immigrated to New Bedford worked in not only 
in mills but in the fishing industry, and Maria meets a young woman who is now 
running the family business. She talks about her roots, and teaches Maria how to 
cook her favorite scallop recipe. Maria then meets Jessica Arruda, owner of Tia 
Maria's European Cafe. Jessica discusses her Portuguese family, and then they 
cook a recipe that Jessica's mother taught her in the Cafe's kitchen. Then Maria 
heads to the north end part of New Bedford and meets with the Festiros (Feast 
Committee Members) of Feast of the Blessed Sacrament, just a few days before the 
Feast begins.  
MY WORLD TOO                                        106H     APTEX                    
09/12/23                                                                                      
THE BEE STORE, REGENERATIVE FARMING, A FREE FARE C                                        
06:30:00                                                                                    
Length: 00:26:46  
Imagine a story dedicated to the hobby and business of beekeeping and all things 
honey. We visit the regenerative farm of Hank Wills editor at large for Mother 
Earth News where he practices what he preaches. Learn how and why a major US city 
provides free fares for all city buses and street car system.    
NO PASSPORT REQUIRED                                203H     PBS                           
08/14/23                                                                                        
HOUSTON                                                                                   
03:00:00                                                                                     
Length: 00:56:46  
Join Chef Marcus Samuelsson in Houston -- America's most diverse city -- to 
explore the food and culture of its Nigerian and West African community. Along 
the way, Samuelsson cooks with cutting-edge chefs as well as traditional home 
cooks.   
PAINTING AND TRAVEL WITH ROGER & SARAH BANSEMER     1009H    NETA                          
09/12/23                                                                           
ONE STOP BUGGY SHOP, PART 1                                                             
13:30:00                                                                                 
Length: 00:27:10  
Painting and Travel visit Amish country and the Miller Carriage Shop in 
Shipshewana, Indiana. Sarah talks with the owner of the hand built carriage 
business and watches the buggies being built to various stages of completion. 
Roger chooses to paint a landscape with one of the horse drawn carriages on a 
hilly country road.     
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PATI'S MEXICAN TABLE                                606H     APTEX                   
09/23/23                                                                                    
WOMEN OF OAXACA                                                                       
19:30:00                                                                                   
Length: 00:26:45  
Pati meets with women chefs, business owners and leaders of society, exploring 
the role of women in Oaxaca and their influence on the customs and cuisine. In 
her kitchen, she cooks recipes that she learned from Oaxacan women including 
coloradito chicken and a mashed potato cazuela. Then, she ends with a favorite of 
the women in her family, a milky and luscious chocolatey dessert. Coloradito 
chicken; Mashed potato cazuela; Almond and chocolate leche cake.                                                                                                                  

Community
1955 SEVEN DAYS OF FALL                             H        NETA                     
09/25/23                                                                                                                                    
04:00:00                                                                                 
Length: 00:48:22  
1955 SEVEN DAYS OF FALL tells the story of the 1955 Brooklyn Dodger/New York 
Yankee World Series based upon the poem entitled'1955', by James T. Crawford and 
directed by Rory Fielding. In unprecedented style, the program uniquely blends 
the traditional documentary elements of archival footage and stills, narration, 
period music, player and fan interviews. The poetry recital weaves through 1955 
Seven Days of Fall to recount this timeless story six decades later. The film 
reflects dedication, teamwork, belief in one's self and commitment to achievement 
against all odds - this is the story of the Brooklyn Dodgers' only World 
Championship title after 65 years of futility and the team's unique connection 
with the community that so closely identified with it. '1955' is more than a 
sports story; it's a time capsule of a period in American history like no other. 
As the documentary's epilogue states: "To believe was to achieve, back in 1955". 
The film features many exclusive last interviews with players who have since 
passed away, including the legendary Duke Snider. Of the original team, only four 
players currently survive. '1955' is the winner of the NY Independent Film 
Festival, the Accolade Competition of La Jolla, CA and the Aurora Award - 
'Platinum Best in Show'.
ALMA'S WAY                                          103H     PBS                      
08/07/23                                                                                  
ALMA'S MOVIE NIGHT/PAPI THE HERO                                                         
07:30:00                                                                                
Length: 00:28:46 
Alma, Andre, and friends can't wait for movie night in the park! But when Andre 
finds out tonight's feature stars a spooky blob monster, he suddenly remembers he 
has to help out at the community center. Alma offers to help him finish in time, 
but he doesn't seem excited. What's up? Alma, Eddie, and Junior need inspiration 
for the "hero song" they are writing for Papi, so they join him as he tries to 
catch a lost parrot named Wanda. Too bad they keep scaring Wanda away. Will this 
hero's song remain unsung?      
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FATHER BROWN                                        1006H    BBC                       
08/01/23                                                                                      
THE ROYAL VISIT                                                                         
13:30:00                                                                                  
Length: 00:43:42  
The visit of Princess Margaret to Kembleford is jeopardised when a school janitor 
is found murdered. Can Father Brown save the royal visit from being cancelled?   
GARDENFIT                                           106H     APTEX    07/20/23 
04/20/23 08/12/22 06/11/22                           
SAFFRON SPLENDOR                                                                      
06:00:00                                                                                
Length: 00:26:46
Come to Kelseyville, California, and join the harvest fun at the largest saffron 
farm in North America, which also grows vegetables and flowers for the community. 
See how the gardeners get relief from back pain caused by harvesting at ground 
level.                                                                                                               

Environment & Nature
AMERICA OUTDOORS WITH BARATUNDE THURSTON            202H     NPS                                           
09/13/23                                                                                                 
SUWANNEE: WILD RIVER                                                                                       
00:00:00                                                                                                    
Length: 00:56:46 
The Suwannee is one of the last wild rivers in America. From jet skiers to 
herpetologists, manatees to snapping turtles, Baratunde learns how this unique 
environment inspires a whole range of passions.  
ANIMALS WITH CAMERAS, A NATURE MINISERIES           201H     PBS                                             
09/16/23                                                                                                      
OCEANS                                                                                                        
16:00:00                                                                                                    
Length: 00:56:46  
Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan leads a team using state of the art cameras, 
offering a fresh look at the lives of some of the animals in our oceans such as 
sharks, elephant seals, turtles and gannets.     
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ARCTIC DANCE: THE MARDY MURIE STORY                 H        NETA                                            
09/01/23                                                                                                            
02:00:00                                                                                                  
Length: 00:57:05  
From her first glimpse of Alaska as a young girl, Margaret "Mardy" Murie had a 
special connection to the Northland. After her Yukon wedding to naturalist Olaus 
Murie, Mardy joined her husband for years of wilderness adventure, becoming his 
partner in a lifetime of conservation efforts. For more than seventy years, Mardy 
Murie tirelessly championed the environment. Her work led to the founding of The 
Wilderness Society and the establishment of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 
She has been known for years as "the mother of the conservation movement," and 
ultimately received the Presidential Medal of Freedom. Narrated by Harrison Ford, 
this program concludes with John Denver performing "A Song for All Lovers, " a 
waltz that he wrote for Mardy and her husband, Olaus.    
ASK THIS OLD HOUSE                                  2101H    PBSPL                                          
07/08/23                                                                                                       
WATER HEATER AUTOPSY, CLASSROOM COMPOSTING                                                                     
15:30:00                                                                                                      
Length: 00:26:46  
The team shares their personal stories about why they like to work together; 
Richard performs an autopsy on a retired water heater; Jenn shares her love of 
educating kids about the outdoors. Jenn and Nathan build a compost bin for a net 
zero school. 
CYBERCHASE                                          1005     PBS                                          
07/27/23                                                                                                                
BOTTLED UP                                                                                               
04:00:00                                                                                                     
Length: 00:28:55 
Radopolis has a big problem: water bottles. Radsters are an active bunch, but 
their desire to stay hydrated has led to a huge bottle pile-up. Way Cool Arena 
has been turned into a bottle dump, and the beloved skate park is next! The kids 
and Slider must find a way to get rid of the heaps of empties and reduce future 
waste while making sure Radsters stay healthy. Can they prevent their rad 
cybersite from getting bottled up? Big idea: Drinking water regularly is 
essential, but how you drink it is also important. Make choices that are healthy 
for both your body and the environment. Math concepts: Sampling and 
Multiplication.                                                                                                 
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Education  
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE                                 3508#    PBS                                           
09/12/23                                                                                                         
THE HARVEST: INTEGRATING MISSISSIPPI'S SCHOOLS                                                             
21:00:00                                                                                                     
Length: 01:56:46  
Explore what happened when the small Mississippi town of Leland integrated its 
public schools in 1970. Told through the remembrances of students, teachers and 
parents, the film shows how the town - and America - were transformed.   
ARTHUR                                              410H     PBS                                           
09/22/23                                                                                                      
MY MUSIC RULES/THAT'S A BABY SHOW!                                                                      
07:30:00 
Length: 00:28:46  
It's the duel of the century as cellist Yo-Yo Ma faces jazz saxophonist Joshua 
Redman in the toughest gig of their careers...in the Elwood City library?! Whose 
music will rule after the greats duke it out in the battle of classical versus 
jazz? In the second story, will Arthur be exposed as a baby show lover? What he 
gest hooked on "Love Ducks" he tries to hide it from his friends--not an easy 
feat since it's on at the same time as the new Bionic Bunny spin-off everyone's 
talking about!  
COLLEGE BEHIND BARS                                 101H     PBS                                      
08/24/23                                                                                                       
PART ONE                                                                                     
03:00:00                                                                                                     
Length: 00:59:04  
Meet the incarcerated men and women admitted to the Bard Prison Initiative (BPI), 
one of America's most rigorous college programs behind bars. They soon learn that 
they are held to the same high standards as students on Bard College's main 
campus.   
IN SEARCH OF WALT WHITMAN                           101H     NETA                                           
07/10/23                                                                                                         
PART ONE: THE EARLY YEARS (1819-1860)                                                                      
00:30:00                                                      
Length: 01:26:19  
Walt Whitman rises from a hardscrabble boyhood in Long Island and Brooklyn to 
write Leaves of Grass in 1855 that revolutionizes poetry. Many famous poems are 
profiled as the film explores the mystery of how a seemingly ordinary writer, 
with little education or training, could have created the literature-altering 
masterpiece.   
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IT'S SEW EASY                                       2101H    NETA                                          
08/27/23                                                                                                    
LET'S GET STARTED                                                                                    
07:00:00                                                                                  
Length: 00:28:00  
This first episode is all about getting started with a sewing project. First, 
Joanne Banko demonstrates a variety of techniques using both the sewing machine 
and serger. Then, Angela Wolf is on location at her home studio with a sew along 
featuring the Bella Top - adding sleeves and embroidery. This sew along will be 
about altering patterns with various style changes.                    
Government & Politics
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE                                 2311     PBS                          
08/10/23                                                                                         
FREEDOM RIDERS                                                                          
15:00:00                                                                                      
Length: 01:55:04  
In 1961, segregation seemed to have an overwhelming grip on American society. 
Many states violently enforced the policy, while the federal government, under 
the Kennedy administration, remained indifferent, preoccupied with matters 
abroad. That is, until an integrated band of college students ? many of whom were 
the first in their families to attend a university ? decided, en masse, to risk 
everything and buy a ticket on a Greyhound bus bound for the Deep South. They 
called themselves the Freedom Riders, and they managed to bring the president and 
the entire American public face-to-face with the challenge of correcting civil-
rights inequities that plagued the nation.
CUBA: A LIFETIME OF PASSION                         H        APTEX                              
09/22/23                                                                                                   
02:00:00                                                                                            
Length: 00:56:04  
With unprecedented access to Cubans on both sides of the Florida Straits, CUBA: A 
LIFETIME OF PASSION looks at the present-day reality of the Cuban Revolution and 
its uncertain post-Castro future, and the conflicts that have engulfed Cuba for 
the past six decades. The Cuban Revolution took place before many Cubans today 
were even born. But what is the legacy of this historic movement? What will 
happen to the government and to the island nation's citizens after the Castro 
brothers are no longer in power? Through a series of revealing sequences shot in 
Cuba and the United States, as well as interviews with individuals who fall on 
all sides of this issue: pro-Castro Communists and oppositionists in Cuba, U.S. 
Department of State personnel, academics, and Cubans "stranded in exile" in 
Miami, this thought-provoking documentary considers Cuba's past and future, and 
the legacy of a revolutionary regime that has been in power for 57 years.          
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KEN BURNS: THE NATIONAL PARKS                                PFP                                
08/15/23                                                                                              
21:00:01                                                                                        
Length: 01:58:19  
Explore the beauty and grandeur of our nation's magnificent parks, from Acadia to 
Yosemite, Yellowstone to the Grand Canyon. Filmmakers Burns and Dayton Duncan 
vividly reveal fascinating behind-the-scenes stories about the making of the 
series.  
SEEING CANADA                                       301H     NETA                               
07/01/22                                                                                            
WINES AND ISLANDS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA                                                        
22:30:00                                                                                       
Length: 00:26:46  
Canadian journalist Brandy Yanchyk learns about the wines and islands of British 
Columbia while traveling through the southern Gulf Islands and parts of Vancouver 
Island on an expedition vessel with Maple Leaf Adventures. Brandy visits the Gulf 
Islands National Park Reserve, South Pender Island, Salt Spring Island and the 
Cowichan Valley.       
SISTER BONIFACE MYSTERIES                           105H     BBC                              
08/09/23                                                                                              
SCOOP                                                                                           
12:31:00                                                                                             
Length: 00:44:56  
The body of a high-level government official's secretary is found at the bottom 
of a staircase - and Sister Boniface claims she was dead before the fall.                                                  
                                                                        
Health
AGING BACKWARDS 4: THE MIRACLE OF FLEXIBILITY WITH  $        APTEX                        
08/25/23                                                                                  
18:30:00                                                                                   
Length: 00:56:46  
Few things in the world make us feel more confident and alive than good posture. 
Join Miranda Esmonde-White for AGING BACKWARDS 4: THE MIRACLE OF FLEXIBILITY, 
where viewers learn how simply incorporating gentle flexibility and range of 
motion exercises can improve posture and help reverse the signs of aging, improve 
organ health, and increase energy. This program examines how sitting less and 
moving more is vital to good posture and every aspect of life, from maintaining 
healthy organs to remaining pain-free and staying young.
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AMANPOUR AND COMPANY                                6011H    PBSPL                      
07/17/23                                                                                                                                           
23:00:00                                                                                 
Length: 00:56:46 
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Olga Kefalogianni, Greek Tourism Minister & 
Francesca Racioppi, Head of WHO's European Centre for Environment and Health; 
Alex O'Keefe, Writer, The Bear & Shaan Sharma, Actor. Michel Martin interviews 
Christian Cooper, Host, Extraordinary Birding.
ANCIENT REMEDIES WITH DR JOSH AXE                            EPS                              
08/07/23                                                                                        
16:30:00                                                                                
Length: 01:58:11 
Ancient Remedies with Dr. Josh Axe is based on Dr. Josh Axe's latest and most 
compelling book to date. It exemplifies his deep-seated passion, vision and 
mission to help people truly heal at the root cause of illness in order to live 
their best lives. Dr. Axe's heart centered approach can be traced to successfully 
guiding his mother through her extensive health struggles, after which he 
committed to a life's work of sharing the methodology that worked for her, and 
his patients. With Ancient Remedies, Dr. Axe's goal is to empower people to find 
wellness in their own lives by focusing on the powerful benefits of using food to 
heal your body; an approach rooted in an age-old practice but tailored to our 
modern world. Ancient Remedies is a new way of thinking about health and healing 
- one based on the time-tested knowledge from ancient medical systems that use 
natural solutions to address digestive issues, hormonal imbalances, inflammatory 
conditions, immune dysfunction, neurological disorders, and autoimmune disease. 
The ancient approach to illness lies in a single, simple strategy: Instead of 
treating symptoms, heal the root cause of the disease. Ancient healers not only 
believed in identifying the root cause of each patient's health problem, but they 
also spent years meticulously researching, cataloguing and studying which natural 
remedies were most effective in healing each condition. The most common remedies 
included superfoods, mushrooms, herbs, spices and essential oils. Today's 
research, which Dr. Axe explains in this program, also shows the efficacy of this 
approach so families can make the best health choices for themselves.   
CHRISTINA COOKS: BACK TO THE CUTTING BOARD          107H     APTEX                     
08/06/23                                                                                     
PASTA LOVE                                                                            
05:30:00                                                                                 
Length: 00:26:45  
Is there anything better than a steaming bowl of pasta? I think not. But 
wait...isn't pasta made up of evil, fat-producing carbs? Oh, honey, you don't 
know what you're missing if you've taken pasta off your plate. Let's get back to 
the cutting board...and the pasta pot, today on Christina Cooks. Recipes: Pasta e 
Fagioli; Pasta with Broccoli-Pine Nut Pesto; Italian Couscous and Veggie Salad.   
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CONSCIOUS LIVING                                    208H     NETA                      
07/14/23                                                                                    
BROWN GIRL MAGIC                                                                      
06:00:00                                                                                 
Length: 00:29:00  
The darker the berry, the sweeter the juice! We're celebrating amazing BIPOC 
women around the U.S. Start the day in La Quinta, California at a Latina-owned 
fair-trade cafe for tea lattes and homemade vegan fudge. Next, Bianca sits down 
for a ghostly face painting and lesson in honoring her African ancestors at the 
largest Dia De Los Muertos festival in North America. Then, after an indigenous 
Native American spiritual healing in the heart of the Sonoran Desert, take a 
walking mural tour with a Chicana artivist bringing vivid representation to the 
white walls of Phoenix, Arizona.                                                                                            
Religion
GRANTCHESTER ON MASTERPIECE                         5144     PBS                          
09/18/23                                                                                       
SEASON 6, EPISODE 6                                                                        
14:30:00                                                                                    
Length: 00:54:51   
When the leader of a student group falls to her death during a protest, Will and 
Geordie are drawn into campus politics. The bishop introduces a new face at the 
vicarage.   
LUCY WORSLEY'S ROYAL MYTHS & SECRETS                101H     PBS                           
08/05/23                                                                                 
ELIZABETH I: THE WARRIOR QUEEN                                                        
20:00:00                                                                                       
Length: 00:54:35 
Join Lucy Worsley for an exploration of how Elizabeth I's image as a warrior 
queen, created by a series of myths and secrets about her victory over the 
Spanish Armada, shaped British national identity for centuries.      
YAN CAN COOK: SPICE KINGDOM                         103H     APTEX                    
08/29/23                                                                                         
HOT POT, ANYONE?                                                               
19:30:00                  
Length: 00:26:46 
Hot pot is almost a religion in Chengdu. On this episode Martin explores several 
of Chengdu's estimated 30,000 hot pot restaurants. He show cases them by their 
unique features and themes. He also goes into the street and asks the general 
public how they truly feel about hot pots.                                                                                               
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War   
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS                                  4810H    PBSPL                     
09/02/23                                                                                       
THE WAR ON DRUGS                                                                       
00:00:00                                                                                   
Length: 00:56:46  
Grammy-winning modern rockers The War On Drugs perform songs from their acclaimed 
LP I Don't Live Here Anymore.   
BASEBALL                                            101H     PBS                        
09/25/23                                                                                   
OUR GAME                                                                               
00:28:24                                                                                   
Length: 01:56:46   
The first inning tells the story of baseball's rise, in only one generation, from 
a gentleman's hobby to a national sport played and watched by mill ions. Viewers 
meet the first baseball magnate, Albert Goodwill Spalding; explore the game's 
first gambling scandal; see the first attempts by women to play the game in the 
1860's; witness the first attempt by ball players to unionize; and learn how the 
first black professionals were hounded out of the game in the "Jim Crow" 1880's.
CHARLOTTE MANSFIELD: A WOMAN PHOTOGRAPHER GOES TO            APTEX                      
07/06/23                                                                                         
03:30:00                                                                                 
Length: 00:27:30  
This half-hour program tells the remarkable story of the pioneering military 
career of Charlotte Dee Mansfield, a photographer and photo analyst in the 
Women's Army Corps. The film draws from her personal writings, archival film 
resources, historian interviews, and a conversation with Charlotte's lifelong 
companion, Chief Master Sgt. Lorraine Caddy, to add context to Charlotte's career 
and the legacy of women's military service during WWII. The program not only 
provides a look at how women navigated new roles in the military, but also offers 
an opportunity to expand the popular conversation around women's contributions 
during the war. 
COUNTRY MUSIC                                       103H     PBS                           
07/31/23                                                                                                     
THE HILLBILLY SHAKESPEARE (1945 -1953)                                                   
16:00:00                  
Length: 01:56:46 
See how the bluegrass sound spreads in post-war America, and meet honky-tonk star 
Hank Williams, whose songs of surprisingly emotional depth are derived from his 
troubled and tragically short life.  
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CULTURE QUEST: UKRAINE                              H        NETA                       
08/25/23                                                                                                                                           
03:00:00                                                                                   
Length: 00:58:03  
February 24th, 2022, Russia invaded Ukraine. As most of the world watched in 
shock, the artists, musicians, writers and keepers of culture in Ukraine rose to 
the challenge of defending their homeland in any way possible. From setting down 
their brushes and instruments and picking up unfamiliar weapons of war and 
heading to the front line to using their paintings, their murals, their music to 
inspire their fellow Ukrainians and to let the rest of the world know what's 
going on in Ukraine, to curators staying in museums that were potentially 
targeted for bombing to protect the cultural history of their country, risking 
their lives to hide priceless works of art. Musicians bringing their voices to 
the front lines to inspire, photographers recording the everyday brutality of 
war, artists using any materials on hand to sketch images of life living in a 
bomb shelter. This documentary looks at several of these people to see what 
inspired them to speak out, how they have managed to hold on during the war and 
what they want the rest of the world to see in their very real struggle for 
Ukraine's identity.                                                                                                             
Women 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE                                 3302     PBS                                          
09/07/23                                                                                                         
VOICE OF FREEDOM                                                                                             
03:00:00                                                                                  
Length: 01:42:32  
Explore the fascinating life of celebrated singer Marian Anderson. In 1939, after 
being barred from performing at Constitution Hall because she was Black, she 
triumphed at the Lincoln Memorial in what became a landmark moment in American 
history.  
BECOMING FRIDA KAHLO                                102      NPS                                         
09/26/23                                                                                                        
LOVE AND LOSS                                                                                              
21:00:00                                                                                                      
Length: 00:56:46 
Now married and living in Depression-era USA, Frida sees the ugly side of 
capitalism, while political scandal engulfs Diego. Miscarriage and bereavement 
propel Frida to her greatest work yet.
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BEST OF SEWING WITH NANCY                           224H     NETA                                           
08/07/23                                                                                                          
A MODERN QUILTING BEE                                                                                           
15:00:00                                                                                                      
Length: 00:26:46  
Join Nancy Zieman at the Quilt Expo in Madison, WI, for a modern gathering of all 
things quilting. The term "quilting bee" might bring to mind faded images of 
women gathered around a quilt stretched on a frame. Now, ponder the term "modern 
quilting bee," an image with thousands of quilt enthusiasts at a convention 
center.
CHEF'S LIFE                                         503H     PBS                                             
09/24/23                                                                                                     
PROLIFIC PEPPERS                                                                                                   
18:00:00                                                                                                  
Length: 00:26:46  
Vivian preps peppers for a trip to Lamb stock, where chefs, food and music 
converge. Even with Warren at the wheel, the road provides unexpected woes. 
Holley's grandmother offers a lesson in stuffing peppers and delegating 
authority.                  
COUNTRY MUSIC                                       105H     PBS                                             
08/07/23                                                                                                          
THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA (1964 -1968)                                                             
00:30:00 
Length: 01:57:46  
See how country music reflects a changing America, with Loretta Lynn speaking to 
women everywhere, Merle Haggard becoming "The Poet of the Common Man" and 
audiences looking beyond race to embrace Charley Pride.      

Youth  
ARTHUR                                              101      PBS                                           
07/29/23                                                                                                  
ARTHUR'S EYES/FRANCINE'S BAD HAIR DAY                                                                       
23:30:00                                                                                                      
Length: 00:28:55 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur 
Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family and friends. 
In "Arthur's Eyes," Arthur has vision problems, and discovers that he needs 
glasses. He finds that some of the kids at school treat him differently because 
he is different. In "Francine's Bad Hair Day," Francine gets ready for school 
pictures by changing her hair, and the way she acts, only to discover that while 
her looks are different, she's no longer happy.  
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HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT                               102H     NPS                                            
09/28/23                                                                                                   
RESILIENCE                                                                                                 
03:00:02                                                                                                       
Length: 01:56:46   
In this episode, our "heroes" speak about finding help, inpatient and outpatient 
therapy, the added stigma of racial or gender discrimination, the criminalization 
of mental illness, and youth suicide.  
LITTLE WOMEN ON MASTERPIECE                         4815H    PBS                                           
08/27/23                                                                                                         
PART ONE                                                                                                    
20:00:00                                                                                                     
Length: 00:56:46  
With their father away at war, sisters Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy March come to terms 
with their new life, alongside their mother, Marmee. The girls make friends with 
Laurie, the new boy next door. 
MIRIAM AND ALAN: LOST IN SCOTLAND                   203H     APTSY                                           
07/04/23                                                                                                         
20:00:00                                                                                                  
Length: 00:46:00  
Miriam and Alan visit a Santa Barbara 'drug den'. In Palm Springs, they enjoy 
drag bingo and join a gay knitting group. Then, it's on to L.A. where Miriam 
takes Alan to meet a relative she's never met in person.  
NOT-TOO-LATE SHOW WITH ELMO                         101      PBS                                         
09/04/23                                                                                                        
JIMMY FALLON & KACEY MUSGRAVES                                                                           
02:30:00                                                                                                     
Length: 00:28:55  
What better first guest than host-extraordinaire, Jimmy Fallon! Jimmy gives Elmo 
talk show advice and plays a staring contest. Later in the show, Kacey Musgraves 
swings by and puts her musical twist on the iconic song, "Rubber Duckie."  
NOW RETURN US TO NORMAL (JMCO)                               WNED                                            
09/29/23                                     21:00:00                                                                                                     
Length: 01:27:05  
In this ultimately healing personal essay, a filmmaker and her diverse classmates 
confront the trauma brought on by their years at a behavior modification boarding 
school. "Pressing ahead to alleviate her crippling PTSD and shame about her time 
at a behavior modification boarding school, a high-school ice hockey star asks 
questions for which there most likely will be no answers, attempting to connect 
the dots of her disjointed memories. She speaks with her parents, former staff, 
and former classmates - a Latinx dancer; a young professional from NY; a Lakota 
youth activist; and a lawyer- and have their own varied memories. She questions 
what kind of youth deserves this treatment, if any. Through this process, like 
many with PTSD, she wonders if she will ever be a reliable narrator of her own 
story and if not, how much does that matter?"     


